Applied Anthropology
Bachelor’s Degree
Academic Year 2019/20 (and 2020/21, 2021/22)
(SELECTED)
Year I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduction to Anthropology: New views, themes and discipline
Logics and critical thinking
Research Methods in Anthropology: Humanities and Social Sciences
„Good Life” and Human Rights
Metodological and language section (courses), Anthropological reading,
Anthropologist’s toolkit: How to teach?, Language as the means of communication,
6. Introduction to: Biological Anthropology, Archeology and Anthropology, Linguistic
Anthropology
7. Debates in Social and Cultural Anthropology, Religion, Politics, Economy
8. Facultative workshops.
9. Language classes: Modern Western and non-Western: Spanish, Germen, Italian,
Arabic, Chinese
10. PE
Practices, internships (extra)
840 h, 60 ECTS

Year II
1. History of philosophical anthropology, Intercultural communication, World conflicts,
Interreligious dialogue, Ethics,
2. Key themes in Applied Anthropology: Culture, Society, Ethnicity, Identity, Justice,
Charity and Humanitarianism (Good Life)
3. Intercultural management economic and health projects, World’s organizations for
humanitarian aid.
4. Workshop: First Aid, Defense practices, Negotiations, Work with the excluded
5. Language classes: Modern Western and non-Western Language: Spanish, Germen,
Italian, Arabic, Chinese, English language: writing legal documents and customs of
immigration
6. Facultative workshops.
7. Specializations: Intercultural Brokering and Intercultural Management
8. Obligatory (and/or extra) professional practice
870 h/ 60 ECTS
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In year II of Applied Anthropology it is obligatory to do the Professional practice and
proceed with the preparation for international internship (NCBR) to recognize field of
research for upcoming degree projects and to gain the general knowledge of the
profession itself.

Year III
Monographical lectures (due to internships students attend classes only in one term: 15 ECTS,
150 h).
Translatorium (continuation): Reading group in anthropology. Academic writing
Projects (within chosen seminar classes).
Degree thesis and degree examination
Practice/Internship : 12 weeks/300h
270 h/ 30 ECTS + 30 ECTS
1980 h / 180 ECTS

Within the course of studies every student can choose an assistant (from the beginning of
studies) and a tutor (from the second term of the second year of studies).
Foreign students may study Polish (as Western language classes) and additional meetings
with chosen Polish students.
The course of studies may involve participation in two professional practices/internships
outside university. Internships/practices are not paid for by the university. The possibility of
funding the internship will be announced every year at faculty’s website.
The schedule of the last year of studies will be adjusted to the plan of internship/practices.
The curriculum includes a librarian training, courses of health and safety at work, and a
student rights and obligations training (ECTS points will not be awarded for these courses and
trainings). They will be announced at the beginning of each academic year.
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